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The Economic Council of Canada was established in 
1963 by Act of Parliament. The Council is a crown 
corporation consisting of a Chairman, two Directors and 
not more than twenty-five Members appointed by the 
Governor in Council. 

The Council is an independent advisory body with 
broad terms of reference to study, advise and report on a 
very wide range of matters relating to Canada's econom 
ic development. The Council is empowered to conduct 
studies and inquiries on its own initiative, or if directed 
to do so by the Minister, and to report on these activi 
ties. The Council is required to publish annually a 
review of medium- and long-term economic prospects 
and problems. In addition it may publish such other 
studies and reports as it sees fit. 

The Chairman is the Chief Executive Officer of the 
Council and has supervision over and direction of the 
work and staff of the Council. The expenses of the 
Council are paid out of money appropriated by Parlia 
ment for the purpose. 

The Council as a corporate body bears final responsi 
bility for the Annual Review, and for certain other 
reports which are clearly designated as Council Reports. 
The Council also publishes Research Studies, Discus 
sion Papers and Conference Proceedings which are 
clearly attributed to individual authors rather than the 
Council as a whole. While the Council establishes gener 
al policy regarding such studies, it is the Chairman of 
the Council who bears final responsibility for the deci 
sion to publish authored research studies, discussion 
papers and conference proceedings under the imprint of 
the Council. The Chairman, in reaching a judgment on 
the competence and relevance of each author-attributed 
study or paper, is advised by the two Directors. In 
addition, for authored Research Studies the Chairman 
and the two Directors weigh the views of expert outside 
readers who report in confidence on the quality of the 
work. Publication of an author-attributed study or paper 
signifies that it is deemed a competent treatment worthy 
of public consideration, but does not imply endorsement 
of conclusions or recommendations by either the Chair 
man or Council members. 

Établi en 1963 par une Loi du Parlement, le Conseil économique 
du Canada est une corporation de la Couronne composée d'un 
président, de deux directeurs et d'au plus vingt-cinq autres membres, 
qui sont nommés par le gouverneur en conseil. 

Le Conseil est un organisme consultatif indépendant dont le 
mandat lui enjoint de faire des études, donner des avis et dresser des 
rapports concernant une grande variété de questions rattachées au 
développement économique du Canada. Le Conseil est autorisé à 
entreprendre des études et des enquêtes, de sa propre initiative ou à 
la demande du Ministre, et à faire rapport de ses activités. Chaque 
année, il doit préparer et faire publier un exposé sur les perspectives 
et les problèmes économiques à long et à moyen termes. Il peut aussi 
faire publier les études et les rapports dont la publication lui semble 
opportune. 

Le président est le directeur général du Conseil; il en surveille les 
travaux et en dirige le personnel. Les montants requis pour acquitter 
les dépenses du Conseil sont prélevés sur les crêdits que le Parlement 
vote à cette fin. 

En tant que personne morale, le Conseil assume l'entière responsa 
bilitê des Exposés annuels, ainsi que de certains autres rapports qui 
sont clairement désignés comme étant des Rapports du Conseil. 
Figurent également au nombre des publications du Conseil, les 
Études, Documents et Comptes rendus de colloques, qui sont explici 
tement attribués à des auteurs particuliers plutôt qu'au Conseil 
lui-même. Celui-ci établit une politique générale touchant ces textes, 
mais c'est au président qu'il incombe de prendre la décision finale de 
faire publier, sous les auspices du Conseil économique du Canada, les 
ouvrages à nom d'auteur tels que les études, documents et rapports 
de colloques. Pour se prononcer sur la qualité, l'exactitude et l'objec 
tivitê d'une étude ou d'un document attribuê à son auteur, le 
président est conseillé par les deux directeurs. De plus, dans le cas 
des études à nom d'auteur, le président et les deux directeurs 
sollicitent l'avis de lecteurs extérieurs spécialisés, qui font un rapport 
confidentiel sur la qualité de ces ouvrages. Le fait de publier une 
étude ou un document à nom d'auteur ne signifie pas que le président 
ou les membres du Conseil souscrivent aux conclusions ou recom 
mandations contenues dans l'ouvrage, mais plutôt que l'analyse est 
jugée d'une qualité suffisante pour être portée à l'attention du public. 
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RESUME 

Le climat actuel de restriction des dépenses, au niveau des 

provinces, à l'égard des soins de santé et de l'éducation 

postsecondaire n'est pas imputable à la ratification, en 1977, 

des accords sur le financement des programmes établis. Malgré 

les craintes d'une insuffisance de fonds pour le financement de 

l'assurance-santé et de l'éducation postsecondaire, rien 

n'indique que les sommes affectées à ce financement aient été 

sensiblement réduites par l'adoption de ces programmes. Il est 

même douteux que les anciens arrangements de frais partagés aient 

donné aux provinces un fort stimulant à accroître leurs dépenses, 

et par conséquent, que leur remplacement par des subventions 

globales ait favorisé la restriction des dépenses. 



ABSTRACT 

The current climate of provincial spending restraint on health 

and postsecondary education cannot be attributed to the 

introduction of the EPF arrangements in 1977. Notwithstanding . 
fears that health insurance and po~tsecondary education may be 

underfunded, there is no indication that funding has been 

substantially reduced since the introduction of EPF. Moreover, 

it is questionable whether the old cost-sharing arrangements 

provided the provinces with a strong spending incentive and 

whether, therefore, their replacement by block-funding has 

encouraged spending restraint. 



Block-Funding and Provincial Spending on Social Programs 

Current provincial spending restraint in the areas of hospital 

and medical insurance and postsecondary education has raised 
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fears that the cutbacks may have undermined the quality of 

services. Additionally, some public interest groups point to the 

possibility that the increased financial burden on hospitals and 

postsecondary institutions may force them to impose surcharges 

for hospital care and increase tuition fees. 

This restraint has often been blamed on the change in federal 

funding from cost-sharing to block-funding that took place in 

April 1977. Under the old cost-sharing arrangements, the federal 

government covered about half of the total provincial spending 

for hospital operating costs and insured medical services, and 

about half of the operating costs of postsecondary education 

institutions. Under the Established Programs Financing (EPF) 

arrangements of 1977, cost-sharing for the above programs was 

replaced by a "block-fund," the value of which is not related to 

actual program costs. 

Several commentators have expressed concern that block-funding 

would weaken provincial spending incentives and "divert" federal 

funding to other areas. A representative view by an economic 

journalist is that: 

once the federal government said it would pay 50 cents 
regardless of whether the provinces spent $1 or $2, the 
provinces would pull back on their own contributions, and 
the quality and the level of services would suffer.1 
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This view is also shared my many academic researchers. For 

example, a recent study states that "since the provinces must now 

bear the full cost of any marginal expenditure on these programs, 

a sizeable incentive to increase expenditure is removed."2 

The evidence presented below shows that the current climate of 

provincial spending restraint cannot be attributed to the 

introduction of the EPF arrangements. First, it is shown that 

there is no indication that the "generosity" of provincial 

funding has substantially diminished since the introduction of 

EPF. 

Second, it is questioned whether the old cost-sharing arrange 

ments provided the provinces with a strong spending incentive and 

whether, therefore, their replacement by block-funding has 

encouraged spending restraint. Not only is the conventional 

wisdom that "50-cent" dollars encourage spending called into 

question, but it is also shown that in the case of health 

insurance the provinces were not faced with "50-cent" dollars in 

the first place. 

Section 1 outlines the old and the new federal-provincial 

fiscal arrangements for hospital and medical insurance and 

postsecondary education operating expenditures. Section 2 

examines whether provincial spending restraint has taken place 

with respect to the above programs since the introduction of EPF 
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and analyses the nature of the change in fiscal arrangements and 

its potential impact on provincial spending decisions. Section 3 

considers some of the policy implications of the change to EPF. 

From Cost-Sharing to Block-Funding 

The switch from cost-sharing to block-funding under EPF carne 

about as a result of a growing provincial opposition to the 

detailed controls exercised by Ottawa under the former system. 

Despite their increasing criticism of this system, the provinces 

strongly resisted Ottawa's original proposal on the adoption of 

block-funding when it was proposed in 1973, because of their 

overriding concern that the financial resources to be provided by 

the federal government would fail to keep pace with rapidly 

rising costs. 

At the same time, the federal government was anxious to 

establish block-funding for the very purpose of achieving better 

control over escalating program expenditures. Ottawa was 

prepared to relinquish a significant measure of control over 

these programs out of conviction that, because these programs 

were established and mature, the provinces were not likely to 

make major changes in their structure. 

Since the introduction of EPF in 1977, federal transfers are no 

longer linked to program costs. Instead, the federal government 
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has transferred "tax room" to the provinces by reducing its 

personal and corporate income tax, thus enabling the provincial 

governments to increase their own levies in these fields. In 

addition, the federal government makes substantial cash payments 

to the provinces, which are escalated in line with the growth of 

GNP. 

Both the old and the new funding arrangements for provincial 

hospital and medical insurance plans and postsecondary education 

are fairly complex. An examination of these arrangements is 

essential in understanding the potential effects on provincial 

spending decisions of the switch from cost-sharing to 

block-funding. 

(a) Health Insurance 

Prior to 1977, federal contributions were related to actual 

program costs. Under the federal Hospital Insurance and 

Diagnostic Services Act, 1957, the federal government paid each 

province an amount, per insured person, equal to the sum of: 

(a) 25 per cent of the national per capita cost of approved 

in-patient hospital services, and (b) 25 per cent of that 

province's per capita cost of approved in-patient hospital 

services less any deterrent charges levied. Coverage of 

out-patient hospital services was optional, and cost was shared 

in the same proportion as for in-patient services. 
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Under the federal Medical Care Act, 1966, the federal 

government paid each province an amount equal to 50 per cent of 

the per capita cost of insured medical services in all provinces, 

multiplied by the average number of insured persons in that 

province. 

Federal contributions for hospital and medical insurance were 

(and still are) subject to the conditions that: (a) there is 

comprehensive coverage of all medically required services; 

(b) coverage is universally available under uniform terms and 

conditions; (c) the plan is administered in such a way that there 

is no financial impediment or preclusion to any person from 

receiving necessary care; (d) benefits continue when the insured 

person is travelling between provinces or is temporarily abroad; 

(e) adequate standards are maintained; and (f) the plan is 

administered by a public agency on a non-profit basis. 

(b) Postsecondary Education 

Under the Federal-Provincial Fiscal Arrangements Act, 1967, the 

federal government paid each province a grant for postsecondary 

education equal to 50 per cent of the operating costs of 

postsecondary education institutions within the province or a $15 

per capita grant (escalated annually by the rate of increase of 

postsecondary education operating costs), whichever was 

higher.3 
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(c) Established Programs Financing 

As of April 1, 1977, federal contributions for health insurance 

and postsecondary education are not related to actual program 

costs. Under the terms of the Federal-Provincial Fiscal 

Arrangements and Established Programs Financing Act, 1977, each 

province receives a "block-fund" in the form of a federal income 

tax reduction and cash payments. The detailed components of the 

new arrangements are as follows:4 

(i) Federal income tax reduction: each province receives 

"tax room" consisting of federal reductions equal to 

1 per cent of corporate taxable income and 13.5 per 

cent of federal basic personal income tax. The value 

of these tax points is automatically equalized under 

the general equalization formula in the Act. The tax 

points include those transferred before 1977 for post 

secondary education. 

(ii) Basic cash contribution: each province receives a cash 

payment based on 50 per cent of the average per capita 

federal contribution to the three programs in the base 

year 1975/76, plus $7.63 per capita. The amount of the 

grant is increased annually in accordance with the 

growth of provincial population and a moving averqge of 

GNP growth. 
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(iii) Transitional adjustment payment: as long as the value 

of the "equalized" federal income tax.transfer falls 

short of the value of the basic cash contribution, the 

province receives the difference in the form of a cash 

payment. This assists provinces with below-average tax 

yields. 

The new arrangements include a $20 per capita grant (indexed to 

the rate of growth of GNP) towards the cost of extended health 

care services -- such as nursing home intermediate care, adult 

residential care, home care, and ambulatory care. A substantial 

proportion of this grant has been offset by a reduction in 

payments made prior to 1977 under the Canada Assistance Plan. 

2 The Effect on Provincial Spending 

The suspicion that the replacement of cost-sharing by 

block-funding under EPF may have weakened provincial spending 

incentives is based on the belief that under the previous 

arrangements the provinces were spending "50-cent" dollars, while 

now every dollar spent costs provincial treasuries one dollar. 

Thus, the provinces presumably are more cost-conscious now and 

more likely to reduce spending on health insurance and 

postsecondary education when faced with economic difficulties. 
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The above suspicion is based on the conventional wisdom, 

according to which a matching grant (cost-sharing) for a particu 

lar program leads to more provincial spending on that particular 

program than an equal-valued non-m?tching grant (block 

funding).5 According to the conventional grants theory, a 

non-matching grant would lead to a certain increase in provincial 

spending on the affected program as a result of the increase in 

provincial revenue (the "income" effect). However, this increase 

in spending would be in general less than the amount of the grant 

since a province could divert part of the grant to other 

expenditures or reduce its own taxes. 

A matching grant, on the other hand, would result in a further 

increase in provincial spending on the particular program. Due 

to the fact that each additional dollar spent on the program 

costs the provincial treasury less than a dollar, there would be 

an incentive for each province to spend more (the "substitution" 

effect). 

This section questions the above hypothesized effect of the 

introduction of EPF block grants on three grounds: (a) although 

it is difficult to establish whether provincial funding of health 

insurance and postsecondary education is adequate or not, there 

has not been a tangible reduction in the level of provincial 

funding since the introduction of EPFi (b) in the case of health 

insurance, and in particular medical insurance, the provinces 
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were not faced with "50-cent" dollars, as far as provincial 

spending incentives were concerned, before the introduction of 

EPF; and (c) even when the provinces were faced with "50-cent" 

dollars before the introduction of EPF, as was the case with 

postsecondary education, the strength of the substitution effect 

can be questioned. 

(a) Provincial Spending Trends 

At least at the national level, there is no evidence that the 

provinces have reduced real per capita funding of health 

insurance and postsecondary education since the introduction of 

EPF. 

Table 1 shows provincial real total health expenditure on a per 

capita basis over time. Total health expenditure includes 

hospital and medical operating expenditures, for which the 

provinces receive federal funds under the EPF program, as well as 

other related expenditures, such as hospital capital costs, 

public health, dental care, pharmacists' services, and 

paramedical services. Expenditures are expressed in constant 

prices by using a health costs deflator that reflects inc~eases 

in physicians' fee schedules, hospital wages and salaries, and 

the cost of goods and services used in the hospital sector. 

The general impression that Table 1 conveys is that there has 

been a leveling off, or even a small decline in provincial 
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tunding of health programs over time. However, there is no 

evidence of extensive provincial funding restraint following the 

introduction of EPF. • 
A similar conclusion appears to be supported by Table 2 with 

respect to provincial funding of postsecondary education in most 

provinces. According to Table 2, provincial funding of 

postsecondary operating expenditures, adjusted by the GNP 

deflator, on a per full-time equivalent-student basis, has 

declined only marginally at the national level -- although there 

is some interprovincial variation in funding trends. 

(b) The Relevance of the "50-cent-Dollar" Argument 

Contrary to the widespread impression, in the case of hospital 

and medical insurance the provinces were not spending "50-cent" 

dollars before 1977. In the case of medical insurance, for 

example, the amount of the federal per capita grant was the same 

for all provinces and it was equal to 50 per cent of the national 

per capita cost. As a result, a province that spent less on a 

per capita basis than the national average received more than 

50 per cent of provincial costs. The latter was the case, for 

example, in the Atlantic provinces before 1977. 

However, from the point of view of spending incentives, what 

matters is not the overall matching rate of a province, but 

rather the marginal matching rate -- i.e., the change in federal 
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funding that results from an upward or downward revision of 

provincial spending. After all, even under the current 

block-funding arrangements, there is an implicit matching rate. 

As long as provincial spending increases at the same rate as GNP, 

the matching rate remains 50 per cent. 

The significance of the marginal matching rate can be illus- 

trated by the following example. Suppose a province has budgeted 

$500 million for expenditures on insured medical services. 

Suppose also that the province is considering an increase in the 

physician benefit schedule estimated to cost $50 million. 

According to the conventional theory of the effects of the 

grants, provincial spending decisions would be affected by the 

portion of the $50 million additional cost covered by federal 

funding. 

Under block-funding, the province would have to finance the 

additional expenditure out of its own revenue, since the federal 

funding is not related to actual provincial outlays. However, 

this situation is not much different than the one before 1977. 

Under the previous cost-sharing arrangements, the marginal \ 

matching rate in the case of most provinces was practically zero. 

Thus suppose that the national population is 25 million and the 

population of the province is one million. The $50 million 

outlay would result in a $2 increase in the national per capita 

cost and, therefore, in a $1 increase in the federal per capita 

grant. As a result, the province would receive $1 million 
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(i.e. $1 times one million) in additional federal funding. 

Thus, the marginal matching rate for this province is 2 per cent 

\ 

(i.e., $1 million divided by $50 million). 

marginal matching rate is equal to half of the province's 

percentage share of the national population (Table 3). 

In general the 

On the basis of the above discussion, it is clear that the 

replacement of cost-sharing by block-funding could not be 

expected to have had a significant effect on provincial spending 

on insured medical services. In the case of hospital operating 

costs, some effect could have been expected. The reason is that 

half of the federal grants to a province before 1977 was related 

to its own level of spending. As a result, the ~arginal matching 

rate was 25 percentage points higher than half the corresponding 

rate for medical insurance. For most provinces, however, the 

marginal matching rate for hospital insurance was still 

substantially lower than 50 per cent. 

The above argument would lose some of its validity if there 

were evidence that the provinces followed similar spending 

pOlicies. Thus, if the provinces acted in unison in decidin9 on 

medicare budget increases, then it may have been appropriate to 

argue that they were faced with "50-cent" dollars. However, the 

existence of substantially different budgetary experiences makes 

it unlikely that there was interprovincial co-ordination. Not 

only were there substantial differences in per capita costs, but 

there were also substantial differences in the rate of growth of 

provincial costs (Table 4). 
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(c) The Strength of the "50-cent-Dollar" Argument 

In the case of postsecondary education, the provinces (with the 

exception of New Brunswick, Prince Edward Island and 

Newfoundland) were faced with "50-cent" dollars. One, therefore, 

would have expected that at least in this case the switch to 

block-funding would have significantly reduced provincial 

spending incentives. However, even in this case there are 

reasons to believe that the reduction in spending incentive was 

somewhat muted. 

First, limits on the federal contribution were already imposed 

before the introduction of block-funding. Thus, in 1972, the 

federal government introduced a 15 per cent ceiling on the growth 

of its contribution to postsecondary education. As a result, to 

the extent that federal grants could have affected provincial 

spending, some of this effect probably took place before the 

introduction of block-funding. 

Second, a similar type of change in federal funding in the past 

did not lead to the result anticipated by the conventional 

theory. Until 1967, the federal government paid per capita 

university grants. In principle, such per capita grants have the 

same incentive effects as equal-yield block-funding. In 1967, 

these per capita grants were replaced by cost-sharing. Under the 

new arrangement, the level of federal funding quadrupled and each 

a'dditional dollar spent by a province attracted 50 cents of 
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tederal funding. According to the conventional theory of grants, 

one would have anticipated a dramatic increase in spending. 

Interestingly enough, however, the rate of growth of 

postsecondary education operating spending actually declined 

(Chart 1).6 

Third, one may question the validity of the conventional 

theory, which treats changes in federal grants as 

"exogenous."7 Funding arrangements are the result of 

federal-provincial negotiation and changes are introduced in 

response to changing circumstances. Chart 1 is interesting in 

this respect. It shows that the rate of growth of postsecondary 

education expenditures did not increase following the 

introduction of cost-sharing and suggests that cost-sharing may 

have been introduced in response to already rapidly escalating 

educational expenditure. The implication is that perhaps the 

most important rationale for cost-sharing in the past was not 

the encouragement of provincial spending, but rather the 

provision of a fiscal mechanism for sharing rapidly escalating 

costs more equitably between the two levels of government. 

3 Conclusions 

The 1977 switch from cost-sharing to block-funding under EPF 

has not substantially reduced the incentive of the provinces to 

spend on health insurance and postsecondary education. In the 

case of health insurance, the suspicion that block-funding may 
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have weakened provincial spending incentives is based mainly on 

the misconception that the previous cost-sharing arrangements had 

provided the provinces with "50-cent" dollars. In the case of 

postsecondary education, the switch to block-funding did reduce 

the provincial spending incentive. However, this effect is 

probably not as significant as might have been expected. One 

reason is that in 1972 a 15 per cent ceiling was imposed by the 

federal government on the annual rate of increase in grants for 

postsecondary education. As a result, part of the hypothesized 

effect of federal block grants in curtailing provincial spending 

may have already been induced by the previously imposed federal 

ceiling. 

The above discussion is not intended as a defence of the status 

quo. The current difficulties facing provincial health insurance 

plans and postsecondary education, may well justify a change in 

the nature and extent of federal involvement -- such as the 

attachment of stricter health program conditions to federal 

grants. 

It should be emphasized, however, that the 1977 change in the 

funding method has not been a contributing factor to the above 

problems. Both block-funding and cost-sharing are viable funding 

mechanisms. Some forms of cost-sharing -- such as that for 

medical insurance before 1977 -- provide equal per capita grants 

and have similar incentive effects to those of block-funding 

under EPF. A return to some form of cost-Sharing, however, is 
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not very likely given the general satisfaction that has been 

expressed for the mechanism of block-funding by both the federal 

and the provincial governments. 
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Table 3 

Marginal Matching Rates under Cost-Sharing, Before 1977 

• 

Population Medical Hospital Postsecondary 
Province Share Insurance Insurance Education .. 

(Per cent) 

Nfld. 2.4 1.2 25.6 a 
P.E.I. 0.5 0.3 25.2 a 
N.S. 3.6 1.8 26.0 50 

N.B. 2.9 1.5 25.8 0 

Que. 27.2 13.6 31.8 50 

Ont. 36.0 18.0 34.0 50 

Man. 4.5 2.3 26.2 50 

Sask. 4.0 2.0 26.0 50 

Alta. 7.8 3.9 27.0 50 

B.C. 10. 7 5.4 27.7 50 

Example: Under cost-sharing, if Newfoundland had decided to spend an 
additional $1 million on medical insurance in a given fiscal year, it 
would have received an additional $12 thousand in federal funding. 

• 
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Cost of Insured Medical Services Prior to 
the Introduction of E.P.F. 

Province 
Per Capita 

Cost in 1976 
Annual Rate of Increase of Total Cost 

1973/72 1974/73 1975/74 1976/75 1976/73 

(Dollars) 

Nfld. 54.76 19.6 

59.73 3.4 P.E.I. 

75.12 7.4 N.S. 

55.08 10.6 

10.0 

N.B. 

Que. 85.85 

85.88 3.7 Ont. 

69.41 14. 3 Man. 

69. 14 4.0 Sask. 

74.44 Alta. 1.5 

103.97 14.0 B.C. 

Yukon 82.85 10.8 

64.26 3.0 N.W.T. 

83.24 7.2 11.8 CANADA 

9.9 

20.7 

16. 3 

9.0 

9.7 

1.6 

9. 1 

11.5 

13.3 

5.9 

18.4 

49.8 

6.6 

(Per cent) 

19.2 

11.5 

23.5 

15.8 

14.9 

9.7 

9. 1 

14.5 

16.6 

28. 1 

13.6 

9.6 

14.7 

14.2 

10.2 

10.4 

10.8 

14.2 

15. 7 

12.2 

12.6 

12.4 

16.0 

17.4 

0.0 

14.5 

Note Data are on a fiscal year basis. Years refer to the 
• beginning of fiscal year. 

14.4 

14.0 

16.6 

11.9 

12.9 

8.9 

10. 1 

12.9 

14. 1 

16.3 

16.4 

18.0 

Source Health and Welfare Canada, Medical Insurance, Annual Report, 
1976-77. 



Chart 1 
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., 

Rate of Growth of Real1 Postsecondary Education Operating Costs2 
and of Full-Time Enrolment, 1961/62 to 1980/81 

I 

(Per cent) 

30 

25 

20 

15 

10 

5 

o 

-5 

-10 

Operating Costs 
Fuil-Time Enrolment 

Beginning 
~--_,~~--_.--~~~--~~_.--._~~--~_.~~._~~--._~ of Fiscal 

Year 61 66 71 76 80 

Costs are deflated by the GNP price deflator. 

2 Operating costs refer here to total operating costs, rather than 
federally shareable costs. 

Source Statistics Canada Financial Statistics of Education, 
Catalogue 81-208 (Ottawa). 
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